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but were frightened away before they
obtained any loot Two hours later
three men, believed to be the same
trio, entered Douglas,, 18 miles south
east, on a handcar, blew the safe In
the State bank of Douglas and again
escaped empty handed. A posse organized here started in pursuit.

New York, Oct. 7. The death of
"Big Jack" Zellg, although a severe
blow to the prosecution, caused no
change in the plans for the opening
today of the trial of Police Lieutenant
Charles Becker, charged with the mur
der of the gambler, Herman Rosen
thal. Two hundred and fifty talesmen
reported early at the criminal courts
building and curious crowds swarmed

Will Assure Convictions of Other Alleged Plotters-Sha- kes
His Fist in Their Faces as He Talks

dyna-

mite conspiracy." As soon as court
W.
opened District Attorney Charles
B.
A.
Federal
Judge
addressed
Miller
Anderson.

'five

An Ivory handled umbrella

bearing the Initials "E. C , ware found
in the wreckage of a dynamitei Dime
'

at

Dayton,

Ohio,

Mr. Miller

said,

led to the disclosure that Clark achavtually had caused the explosion,
the
ing used the umbrella to protect
and then leavrain
the
from
dynamite
ing it behind.
Clark was also charged with carryot
ing out plots against employers
labor. In connection with a
scheme to blow up the Harrison ave.
nue viaduct, at Cincinnati, Mr. Millet
alleged, Clark wrote to Ryan:
"It would be dangerous for me to
You has
buy explosives down here.
better send a stranger. I have gotten
one man out of a lot of trouble almuch
ready. I am afraid I can't do
"for
said
judge
the
for
police
more,
beGod,'s Bake, don't bring this bunch
somdo
to
I'll
have
or
me
fore
again
ething."
Herbert S. Hockin, acting secretarj'-treasure- r
of the union, was charged
by Mr. Miller with "double-dealing- "
with Clark.
"The executive board of the iron
workers' union agreed upon a fixed
price of $200 for each job," said Mr.
Miller to the jury. "For the blowing
up ot a bridge over the Miami river
at Dayton, May 3, 1908, Hockin pr.id
Clark only $122.75, thus holding out
part of the fee.
Pointing toward Eugene A. Clancy
and Olaf A. Tveitmoe of San Francisnon-unio- n

sion of the house of commons, which
was. formally opened today, promises
to be one of the most Important of recent years. In addition to the
home rule measure, the sesharbored . J. B. McNamara at Salf sion is expected to take definite acLake City, Utah.
tion in regards to Welsh disestablishment, the franchise bill and one or
more of the reform measures demand
YOUTH ACCUSED OF
ed by organized labor.

1ILLI1

-

"If it pleases the court, the defendant. Clark of Cincinnati, wishes to
""change his plea fro:n not 'guilty to
guilty."
Clark then stepped forward.
"Do you plead guilty?" asKed Judge
Anderson.
"I plead guilty," said Clark.
The prisoner was separated from the
other 45 defendants and taken to jatl
to await the imposing of his sentence
Clark pleaded guilty to all the charge
and 50
counts of conspiracy
the acto
a
counts of being principal
tual illegal interstate shipment of dynamite and nitroglycerin.
Clark was business agent and presiIndent of local union No. 44 of the
and
of
Bridge
ternational Association
Structural Iron Workers from January, 1908, to July, 1911. His activities in promoting explosions, Mr Miller asserted, were carried on through
letters written by Frank M. Ryan
president of the union, and the

PARENTS

MINERS BEHAVE WELL.
Ely, Nev., Oct. 7. The 3,000 striking

BLOOPSTAlNLO
CLOTHES pOiNl
TO THE GUILT OF RAY
P FAN SCHMIDT.
Quincy, 111.,' Oct. 7. Ray
was arrested today for murder in connection with the
quadruple murder case. The
formal charge is that of the murder ol
Blanche Pfanschmidt, 'sister of the
accused
young man. Young Pfanschmidt is 23 years old.'
The arrest? of young Pfanschmidt
was the direct result of the finding t
day of a bloodstained khaki suit near
a railroad construction camp where h?
was employed. The suit, found uiidfcl
an outbuilding, was similar to one generally worn by the young man. Last
followed
Monday ' bloodhounds
buggy from the scene of the
murder to'the construction camp.
On the morning of Sunday, September 29, the bodies of Charles A. Pfanschmidt, Mrs. Matilida Pfanschmidt,
their daughter, Blanche, and Emma
Kaempen, were founa In the ruins o.
the burned Pfanschmidt home southeast of Quincy. The condition of the
bodies proved conclusively that the
four persons had been murdered. Ray
Pfanschmidt was the only surviving
member of the family. The
'
were well insured and the
estate is estimated at $50,000,
Pfan-sehmi-

Pfan-schmi-

's

h

HIGHEST RANK MASONS GATHER
Oct. 7. Men from
Washington,
widely separated parts of the world,
who have won the highest distinction
that the Masonic fraternity can give
them, have arrived in Washington to
attend the International Conference
of the Scottish Rite, the sessions qf
which .will last through' the greater
part of this 'week. Among those in

attendance are delegates represeting
the Scottish Rite supreme councils in
the United States, Canada, Italy, Belgium,

Egypt,

France and

Mc-xk'-o.

Venezuela,

Greece,
'

RACES TO OPEN AT LEXINGTON
Lexingtin, Ky., Oct. 7. Everything
is in readiness for the opening here
tomorrow of the fall '"meeting of the
Kentucky Trotting Horse Breeders'
association. The stables are filled with
many of the world renowned trotters
and pacers and a
meet is predicted. Fourteen feature
co, Mr. Miller said it would be shown events with a total value ot $38,000
that they helped in promoting the Los will be decided during the ten days
Angeles Times disaster and that of the meeting. The big events of tho
"Jack" Bright, known as J. E. Mun-sey- opening day will be the $14,000 Kenfor two weeks after the explosion tucky Futurity for
'

record-breakin-

BIG

NATIONS DECIDE TO INTERVENE IN THE BALKAN
SITUATION.

FIEES TURKEY

"PEOOEESSIVr SIT AEOUT DUTCG01

PHASES

.

OF

SENSAi-TIONA-

MURDER.

miners here are maintaining excellent
order. Several couft eucea have besn
held since President liloyer of the min
ers' federation announced that the
questions at issue would be left for
settlement to the various companies
and their employes and there would
seem to be hope for an early
agree-meen-

Sighs from, the Tombs.
Selection ot a grand jrry to Investigate all the phases of the Rosenthal
case promised to occupy JuBtice Goff
prior to the beginning of the Beceker
trial and indications were that the examination of talesmen would not be
gin until after 11 o'clock.
The most rigid Inquiry on the part of
the police and the district attorney s
office has brought to light nothing to
indicate that Zellg was killed to ue- feat flie ends of justice. Davidson,
his slayer, appears to have been actuated solely Joy a desire for personal
revenge on the 'maif he says robbed
him. However, it was a remarkable
coincidence, for through Zellg- the
state hoped to show that his gangmen,
retained by "Jack" Rose, shot Rosenthal at Becker's bidding."

t.

EXPLOSION INJURES SOLDIERS
Washington, Oct. 7. Eight privates
DE PALMA NO BETTER
of Battery F. Third United States field
Milwaukee, Oct. 7. There was prac artillery, were injured by a premature
tically no change today in the condi- explosion of a shell today at Toby Han-ntion of Ralph De Palma, injured in rui
Penn. William E. Erbeck, most
accident in the Grand Prix automoseriously
hurt, was brought to a hosbile race Saturday. His physician exhere.
Privates Andrew Miller,
pital
pressed confidence in his ultimate re- Peter Marion, Nelson D. Blosse, C. A.
covery if no change for the worse Houncmell, Fred F. McNamee, Fred
T! .
occurs.
Lineham and Corporal John Harsch
were hurt but not badly.
A
THIEF.
SAYS HE'S
San Francisco, Oct. 7. Nothing was
WRECK KILLS THREE.
known at the British consulate this
Clax-toRobert
alias
about
Md., Oct. 7. Three trainHolt,
Hagerston,
morning
who gave himself up to the Oak- men were killed, another was probably
land police yesterday stating that he fatally injured and four other traincollision
had stolen $75,000 from the Australian men were hurt iii a head-onear
today.
Shippensburg
,.
government

a,

n

STEEL TRUST SATISFIED

THAT AS HIS REASON DESPITE COLD THE ENTHUSIASTS
SPEND MANY HOURS UNDER
FOR HIS WONDERFUL
STARS
LIBERALITY.

EXPLAINS

CONNECTIONS NOTABLES

IN

KW

'

YIELDS

A

POINT

AGREES TO ALLOW MORE SELF
; GOVERNMENT
IN HER DEPENDENCIES.

YC1K GREEKS

ALL CHICAGO MILLIONAIRE SAYS HE AMONG THOSE GATHERED THERE
ARE THE "SUPREME COURT"
IS NOT IN BATH TUB
OF BASEBALL
COMBINE.

Enid, Okla., Oct. 7. Three robbers
early today blew the safe in the State
bank of Kremlin, 12 miles north ot
here, and wrecked the bank fixtures,

n

the government's charges in the

A

SIT DENIES TEUST

BIG TASK FOR LAWMAKERS.
Halters Pertaining to Destruction of Work in Dayton and Other
view of the stirOct,
London,
District
of
the
Attention
Jury
Cities Are Brought to the
through the corridors, waiting to see
considnationalissues
awaiting
ring
Becker brought across the Bridge or
That
Attorney Miller Announces He Das the Evidence
eration and action, the autumn ses-

Indianapolis, Oct. 7. Edward Clark
of Cincinnati today pleaded guilty to

'AIT ALL NIGHT POWERS WILL KO

MURDER OF ZELIG CAUSES LOSS CHARLES H. CRANE GAVE MONEY NEW YORK FANS ARE ANXIOUS
TO SEE OPENING CHAMOF EVIDENCE IN ROSENTO BOTH LA FOLLETTE AND
PIONSHIP GAME
THAL TRIAL.'
WILSON.

POOR FORTUNE

Change of Plea Expected to Make Defense
for Other Accused Men More Difficult

i
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MAY

NOT

LIKE

IT

THEY ARE ANXIOUS TO SETTLE- GRIEVANCES OF LONG
STANDING.

New York, Oct. 7. Sunrise on this,
Paris, Oct. 7. The European powers
Washington, Oct. 7. Six witnesses
ve decided to intervene at the Bal
of the
were ready to testify when the Clapp the day before the opening
committee investigating campaign world's champion baseball series, kans and at Constantinople as soon as
funds resumed work today. They found mora than 500 boys and men at it is possible to make arrangements
were Louis N. Hammerling,
Ogden the Polo grounds. Sitting around bon to that effect Great Britain today
Mills and Charles Edward Russell oi fires, they had waited all night for the signified her acceptance of the French
New York; Charles R. Crane, Chicago; first chance at the 4,000 upper grand- proposals, so that all of the powers
Matthew Hale, Boston,
and former stand seats to be placed on sale at 9 now are in accord.
Premier Poincaire immediately comSenator Nathan B. Scott, West Vir- a. m. Each! person will be allowed to
buy two tickets. At the sale of seats municated Great Britain's acceptance
ginia.
An account of the receipts and ex- tomorrow only one ticket will be soli to Sergius Sazonoff, the Russian forpenses of Senator La Follette's cam- to a person. This is an eleventh eign minister, who then telegraphed to
paign for the republican presidential hour ruling, designed to defeat spec- the Russian diplomats accredited to
a
the Balkan states telling them to Join
nomination was filed with the commit- ulators,
In the hotel lobbies here are gatk their Austrian colleagues in a mutual
tee today, showing the senator collected $63,969.56 and spent $63,961.56. ered hundreds of men notable in the presentation to the Balkan governCharles R. Crane, as the largest con- baseball world, among them Presi ment of the note agreed upon. This
tributor is credited with $23,000 given dents Lynch and Johnson of the two is to bo done at the earliest posslblo'
In several installments extending over big leagues and August Hermann, of moment
As to the steps to ibe tafcen in Con-- .
the period from December 24, 1911, Cinioinna.ti, who constitute the "su
to January 7, 1912. Gifford Plnchot, preme court" of baseball. They had- stantlnople, the ambassadors
of
Amos Plnchot and Representative Wil an informal meeting scheduled for the. France, Great Britain, Russia, Gerliam Kent of California each contrib- day at which they planned a final su many and Austria Hungary will the' R
uted $10,000; Alfred S. Baker gave pervision of arrangements for the big present to the Ottoman government
an Identical verbal communicatiou,
$2,000; Rudolph Spreckles, $3,000; Wil- games.
All
that the (Omillg se the terms ot which have been agreed
liam Flinn of Pennsylvania, $10,000,
and Senator La Follette, $1,500. The ries will eclipse all pasjt contests for upon, but have not been ofaciall;.- anaccount contains entries'of'two loans, the world's canipionshiy, not except nounced.
one of $1,000 by Medill McCormick ing the last year's games, whfch far
and one of $500 by Senator Gronna of surpassed all former contests.
Turkey Yields Gracefully.
Although the Giants have an exhibi
NorthDakota. Both were marked "reOct. 7. The Bali-ar- t
Constantinople,
paid." The accounts show $10,817.03 tion game arranged for this afternoon situation has been considerably changwas paid for the Washington head- with tho New York Americans for the ed by Turkey's eleventh hour
surprise
quarters and the Chicago headquarters entertainment of Uncle Sam's blue announcement of her willingness to
spent $10,450. La Follette's expenses jackets, the day will be mainly of rest grant a greater measure of self govat the republican national convention for the! world's series men. It Is un- ernment to Rumelia and Macedonia.
Tesreau
were $1,558.13 and the progressive derstood that Mathewson,
It Is argued nere that in introducconference held in Chicago last Octo- and Marquard, who will do the brunt ing in those provinces reforms elabober cost the La Follette managers of the pitching for the Giants, will rated by representatives of Great Brit
have a final workout Larry Doyle's
$638.75.
ain, France,
Austria, Italy
suffered at Brooklyn ITi- - and Russia,-Turke- y Germany,
not merely desires
Charles II. Crane of Chicago told the slight injury
New
and
the
no
ill
effects
left
to give the powers an argument for
committee today that he gave nearly day
York captain surely will take part in
bringing pressure to bear In the Bal$2 (,000 to Senator La Follette's camthe big games.
kan capitals, but probably has in view
paign and $10,000 to Governor Wilthe circumstances that the decision is
son's. Treasurer Hooker of the proRed Sox Have Last Tractic
calculated to sow discord among the
gressive party testified last week that
Boston. Oct 7. The Boston Ameri members of the Balkan alliance.
Mr Crane gave $70,000 to Wilson and
cans tried their batting eyes aud their
The Greeks in particular are likely
La Follette at the same time.
fielding ability In light practice at to be dissatisfied, for It is regarded in
Louis N. Hammerlln, president of
Fenway park this morning i rior to
the Association of Foreign Newspa- their departure for New York. It was diplomatic circles as without doubt
that they were counting on a genpers, testified concerning an adver- - their last day of preparatio-- i for the
eral conflagration in order to settle
world's championship series.
various issues of long standing. These
(Continued on Page Four)
Hue
form.
The players were in
Include, for instance, the presence of
Gardner and Carrigan, who suffered Cretan deputies In Athens. However,
in
are
recently from split fingers,
although the position has improved,
eood condition, again. The Red Sox war cannot
yet be said to have been
bid fair to go into the world's series averted. Possible events in
Turkey
with the same fortunate lack of handi itself must not be lost
espepf
sight
or
Injury
caps on account of illness
after the warlike fever lately
cially
season's
which characterized.-theiencouraged among the people. In many
play.
quarters the fear Is expressed that

VITIT THIRD PARTY

SAYS GOVERNOR WILSON IN PUEBLO ADDRESS

BECAUSE OF ITS POSITION ON MONOPOLIES
Pueblo, Colo., Oct.. 7 That the Unrt-eState Steel corporation Is "behind
the third party program in regard to
regulation of the trusts," was the
charge made by Governor Wood-row- "
Wilson in a speech here today. Corroborative evidence of that
assertion, the governor said,' was com-- '
'
lng to him every day,
"It is a very interesting' circumstance," said Governor Wilson, "that
the American Steel corporation is behind the third party program as regards the regulation of the trusts. Now
I don't want to say that to prejudice
you because I am not here to indict
anybody. I am perfectly ready to admit that the officers of the United
States Steel- corporation think that is
the best thing for the United States.
My point is that these gentlemen have
grown up In the atmosphere of the
things that they themselves have created and which the law of the United
States has so far attempted to destroy.
And they now want a government
which will perpetuate these things
they have created."
.Governor Wilson reached Pueblo at
d

-

-

9:30 o'clock and was received by Gov- taining to all other products of Ameriernor Shafroth and candidates on the can labor? If you will kindly send us
democratic state - ticket. Before his a list of your employes who are votspeech on labor questions, he gave out ers with poatofflce addresses, each
for publication the following letter one will be asked personaly to vote
which he said had been forwarded to j for Taft and Sherman and the. repubhim from democratic national head- lican candidate for congress and told
' I trust you will
quarters as having been circulated by the reasori
Charles D. Hilles, republican national favor me with this list at the earliest
chairman, among employers of labor possible date.
(Signed)
throughout the country:
"If the November election results
"CHARLES D. H1LLES,
in the choice of a democratic congress
"Chairman."
Governor Wilson said that beyond
and democratic president, new tariff
bills will be enacted at once. In other desiring to make the letter public he
tariff wished to make no comment on it.
words, destructive democratic
"It speaks for itself," he said.
measures, such as President Taft
vetoed at the last session, will become
"The humanitarian part of the third
laws.
party's program," said the governor
Only one thing can prevent this and later, "Is a sort of chorus which Mr.
that is a protest vote on the part of Roosevelt is trying to teach the trusts
the American .working men. They to sing, because the fundamental part
must choose between a high standard of the program is that the trusts shall
of living and that of the underpaid be recognized as a permanent part of
European working men. Do your em- our economic order and that the gov
ployes understand that this defines the ernment shall try to make those trusts
exact difference between the republi- the ministers, the instruments through
can and democratic party, not only as which the life of this country shall
your produce is concerned but as per be developed on its industrial side."

VALUABLE PACKAGE LOST.
New York, Oct. 7. Postoffice authorities of the United States and
Cuba today are hunting for a registered mail, package containing $200,-00said to have disappeared mysteriously between Havana and New York
last week. The money was consigned
to a big downtown bank here by a correspondent in Havana. The loss, was
discovered last Thursday. No statement has been made by the postoffice

0

inspectors.

,

TAFT ON A TRIP
Dalton, Mass., Oct 7. The president
and Mrs. Taft, after spending Sunday
at the home here of United States
Senator Murray Crane, left today on
the second stage of their six day automobile tour If New England,
JACK LESTER WINS
Sydney, Australia, Oct. 7. Jack Les-

the excitement created by the war
preparations of both sides has advanced too far for a conflict to be avoided
on the basis of any reform short of
complete Macedonian autonomy. The
Ottonian government has ordered the
prohibition of the export ot grain from
'
Anatolia.

,

'

"

:.

,

'.

'
Germany Accepts Proposal.
Berlin, Oct. 7. Germany "today accepted the amended draft of the declaration of the powers of Turkey and
the Balkan states. It now embodies
the Austrian proposal for a clearer
definition of the intention of the powers, which ask for a larger measure
of home rule for the European pro
vinces of Turkey. The German foreign
office has expressed its agreement
with the view of Sergius Sazonoff, me
Russian foreign minister, as to the
inacceptibility of tha Bulgarian demand for foreign governors for Macedonia under control' of the Balkan

ter, the American heavyweight pugil- states.
ist, was the victor today in a fight
with Jack Howard, a middleweight
. London Hope9 for Peaco
boxer of New South Wiles. The conLondon, Oct. 7. The Balkan
test was stopped by the police In the
thirteenth round.
(Continued on Page Five)
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LAS VEGAS

IIICEIIS
FOR PRESIDENT

MEMBERS OF ALL PARTIES ARE
FLOCKING TO REPUBLICAN
NOMINEE.
''

Oct. 7.

One

of the
most difficult situations that confrontChicago,

111.,

Rations so that banks were forced to
close by the hundred, labor was
thrown out of employment, the price
of farm products declined, and within
six months from the day when democratic orators were declaring that no
matter how the election went the business of the country would boom right
along, we were in the grip of the mos
deadly panic the country had knowl
in half a century. Who is bold enough
to say that the industrial history of
1892 would not be repeated in 1912
if the political history of that campaign were duplicated in this? Now,
as then, democratc victory would
mean the revision of the tariff along
nonprotection lines. Such revision
has never yet occurred in this country without bringing Industrial depression in its train. What reason is there
to believe that history would reverse
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COMMISSIONERS
LET CONTRACT
FOR BUILDING TO SANTA
FE ARCHITECTS.
Los Lunas,

N, M.,

Oct.

7.

-

PREnJTZESS
Styles Are Inborn

The

county commissioners' meeting here
Saturday in regular session, opened
bids for the rebuilding of the court
house and jail recently destroyed by
fire, and awarded the contract for a
new structure to replace the old one,
which was a landmark in this section
Four contractors submitted bids for
the work, the lowest bid being ac
cepted.. This bid was presented by
Campbell Brothers, of Santa Fe, and
was for $23,294. Of this amount, 17,112 is to be the cost of the court
house and $6,182 the cost of the Jail.
Campbell Broth'ers agree to have the
court house and Jail completed within
ten months,
the
commissioners
signing a contract with them embody
ing this specific provision.
Other bidders were August Rein
haTdt of Santa Fe, whose bid was
$26,997; John W, McQuade, Albuquer
que, $24,548, and Hayes & Sperry of
Trinidad, Colo., $24,324.65.
Previous to the opening of the bids,
a delegation from Belen asked to be
heard through their attorney, F. H.
Lester, of Albuquerque. They present
ed a petition signed the rebuilding
ers, protesting against the rebuilding
of the court house at Los Lunas. A
counter petition was presented by
Jose G. Chavez, on behalf of the citi- zenft of Los Lunas, which bore a total
ot 601, names. However, after considerInS the matter briefly, the comnus
doners decided to ignore both petl- Uon8 and Proceeded to open the bids
&I1 award the contract, which was

)

I

ed the republican managers at the
beginning( of the campaign arose out
of the feeling on the part of many republicans that there was really danger
of the election of Roosevetl and that
the only sure way to defeat him was itself?
to join with the democrats and vote
That, in briefest possible summary,
for Wilson. "The most Important duty is the line along which men are thinkof any American citizens," these men ing who went to keep on doing busideclared, "la absolutely to eliminate ness for the next four years, or who
RINTZESS Coats and Suits do not
Theodore Roosevelt from American want to hold their Jobs, or who want
depend upon
politics by defeating him so badly that to sell their farm products at a profit.
the Spaces of women who wear them-th- ey
coa- he can never again become a political And that is the reason the drift tofee
in
srrace
ward the republican party Is growing
factor."
truly regal fashion. In the matter
And just as that feeling constituted day by day more steadily pronounced
of perfect fitting qualities every
difficulty was anticipated
the most difficult problem at the beand
overcome
in
the
experienced mind of the designer.
ginning of the campaign, so now the
most encouraging aspect of the situaThis means that PRINTZESS Coats and Suits stand alone
tion Is the return of those who enter
in possessing the essentials of successful
tained such sentiment to the ranks
garments.
where they belong. Their return has
Needless to say, it is due to untiring care for little de
been due, not only to the collapse of
the third term campaign, "but to the
tails that the larger results are so
realization of the fact that if by rea
superior. Every
son, of republican Bupport of Wilson it
PRINTZESS Garment is llined with the
g
sho.uld happen that Roosevelt were
PRINTZESS
fabric,
Plio
Canvas.
given the second place In the election
returns, instead of being eliminated as
a political factor in the future he M KILLICAN, LEWIS AND
ED
would loom larger than ever, with the
MONDS CHOSEN FOR DRY
FARM ARBITERS
practical certalntty of being the lead
er of whatever party may carry the
radical banner In the next campaign.
Lethbridge, Alta., Oct. 7.W. H.
EVERY GARMENT GUARANTEED
It is perfectly apparent that the only Fairfield, chairman of the jury of
certain elimination of awards of the International Dry-Farcompletely
Roosevelt is to be accomplished ed Products exposition, announces the
of President selection of three of the seven asso- through the
Taft.
elate judges who will, pass upon the
This is so clear that democrats as great number of exhibits of grains, done.
18
well as republicans are now using it grasses, vegetables and fruit at the
currently reported that the peo-bias a reason for their support of Taft,
of
Ple
Belen will ask for an lnjunc-here
next
month.
exposition
and the republican campaign is feelW, C McKillicIan, superintendent of tlon restraining the commissioners
ing the stimulus which comes from the Dominion Experimental farm at from appropriating money for the
this
Brandon, Man., has been appointed new' court house, on the ground that
But the thing which is stimulating one of the Judges who will have to tneIr action is illegal It Is expected
has Veaa Leading Store
'
the republican campaign more than do particularly with the grain classes. tnat this step will be taken not later
'
anything else is the rapidly growing Mr. McKilllcan, before assuming the than today,
m
vw. i ' m h i i
sentiment in business circles against responsibility of the management of
1
a change either in policy or in admin- the Brandon Experimental farm, was
"0 its W
istration.
connected for several years with the
Established
1862
It is recalled that when President Dominion Seed branch and was for
South .Side Viaa
UJIItl"
FADS AND FASHIONS
Taft entered the White House three some years its representative in the
and a half years ago the business of provinces of, Alberta and British Col
CISTINCTICXhmius
the country was depressed and dis umbia. He Is a( man of high standing
New York, October
of
the
THe're was, for example, a very charmcouraged, with thousands of men idle in the agricultural progress of west
a smart visiting frock, has
Cut on similar line to white waists tulles are
and with capital shrinking from In ern Canada and the Candian board of most striking features of the new mo ing model in one importer's collec- casionally
much favored, and
r
a
sleeve finished by are the colored models, these often there are very
dels
exhibited in the shops just now
tion which was of white tulle over some
certain wraps for evening
vestment; and it is noted that from control of the International
sort of soft draped cuff or frill,
is the predominance of the thick solft
showing the white combination in the wear which take the place of scarfs
the very beginning of the Taft ad ing congress is certainly fortunate in
white satin. The short, loose sleeves
Soft white waists coats
woolens. They are wonderfully lteht
developed finishing arrangement, including the that are
and
ministration, the tide of business ac being able to secure him on the hoard
shoulders
were
of
entirely of tulle. Wherever
fine lace, and in lancy nets, and hand made laces
4 Md
Mul, but they from the shoulder
T
Robespierre collar with its high neck it is possible, use tulle Instead of chif-fotivity has been rising until it is now of Judges, and especially valuable will are Weif
yoke
surplice
drap- and
of fine pattern have el finish in
not easy to handle successfully
the back and slightly cut-ou-t
at full flood. Just how full the flood he be in passing upon the grains, in
eries of tulle were drawn softly into aborate
Some of the most beautiful and mod
worked out in color- section in front, and the- directolre
designs
had
Is,
a narrow girdle. The skirt had an ed satin,
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
striking evidence here in Chi which the competition will be keenest
.
. .
nm .1. ..
i 1, ! ..1,
tinsel, chiffon and velvet rib collar with lace revers or
"l ""
"" wuieus are piai overdress of tulle, fulled around the bon.
Proffissnr C! T 'T.Bwla Mat t
frills, and
cago last week when the Tribune,
Ribbon designs are brought out the narrow
op mixed velours de HHnVpeeut
satin vest
which Is not supporting President diviHim,. of wtoih,,. f
sides and back and drawn forward a in relief on the
F. A.
.
a brakeman at Jack,
....
nn ijco-mnla ciiu
t, n . . u
fronts, sleeves and
White charmeuse waists appear with sonville, Wootsey,
agucau, wmca nave little toward the front,
Taft, published an editorial article Agricultural college at Corvalis, Ore.,
Texas,
"I was down
says:
the
leaving
upper
of
the
portion
back. Pale blue, black, blue, amber or cerise
chamoisike surfaces; cut veours. satin
with kidney trouble and rheumatism
an associate soft,
underskirt in view down to the yellow, rose or lavender
trimming so
boasting that the preceding day's is has been appointed
which
is
bad
I
a
satin
la
wool
in
used
velours
could
which
lines
touches.
Both amber and rhinestone
hardly get up, and had
sue of that paper, contained columns Judge, and will have to do more with
knees but meeting under a bow of In tubular
have been cut, exposing a foundation tulle at
style, the filling often be- buttons are seen on the smartest mo- backache all the time, and was almost
of "help wanted" advertisements show the fruit and vegetables.
knee height The surplice ing sufficient to
tired
of
living. I saw an ad of Foley
of contrasting color which shows like
give a
about dels. There is much
P. W. Edmonds of Oklahoma City,
ing a brisk demand for labor of every
variety in
and the skirt drapery were the circumference of atrimming
Kidney Pills and after taking nna hnf.
drapery
an undershot pin stripe;
pencil. More
which ooraerea
buttons, some of these being tie I was better, and when I had taksort, trained and untrained, men and an expert on corn and southern prod
narrowly with skunk, and delicate designs are worked out in
is a wool eponge, wool corduroy,
worked out In charmeuse to match en two more I was thoroughly cured
women, old and young.
lines of the dark fur entered into the the floral
ucts, has been selected as one of the
patterns padded flowers the waist Fo rlnstance, some of the O. G. Schaefer and Rah rmM r,"
soft thick wool corded like corduroy, tulle bow
on the skirt
The only thing they can say is that judges, and he will have to deal par
Co.
""6
being made of tinsel and chiffon, the mall buttons are
zibelinea in various new weaves, rat
covered on the lower
the business of the country is too big ticularly with corn, kaffir corn, sor- ine
in
rest
of
Everything
the
that
overdrapery
or broche, and pavement
design being worked out side with the white
charmeuse, and
and other block plain
and prosperous to be halted by any po- ghums, cotton, peanuts,
a line wider above the knees in hand embroidery. Small forget-me- H. M. Beatty, Ltttle
Rock,
diagonal and striped velours de
on the top with a circular
from
south
litical condition or consideration. But
the
"For the past two years IArk.,
arrangement
says:
products
than
below,
is
tucked
not
that
sufor
are
patterns
laine.
up
out with of blue. In
brought
Instances
fered
many
with kidney trouble had severe-painthe sleeves
there are those who remember that western states, of which a large ex
drawn softly away from the front, is small black velvet flowers on white
There
are
other
similar
mate
many
oome well over the hand, and are finacross my back and nvor ,
the same thing was said in the cam hibit and sharp competition Is prom
dubbed pannier drapery, though It may chenille, and silk
embroidery is em- ished .oft with lace frlljs or turnback hips that almost meant death to me
Mr. Edmonds is a practical rials with countless variations. They be a very far
paign in JS92. In that campaign as in ised.
i umes. i usee, several well known
cry from the panniers ployed to bring out the rest of the cuffs and frills.
are all lovely in texture and coloring,
imAn- this the industrial activity of the na rnrmpr nf Ok flhnma hilt la
of old or even from the panniers of design.
kidney remedies, hut got no relief unThese color suggestions on
f
8P't6
th6
a"'
importera
There
T"1
is
a
great deal of tulle used til I used Foley Kidney Pills. These
tion was at high tide, labor was full; ate of the Iowa State Agricultural
that these materials, though light in the last spring season. And most of white being handworked are particu- in the form of
scarfs, sashes, drape- I can truthfully say made me a sound
the
employed, farmers had good crops for college at Ames, Iowa, and for sever
come
skirts
draped
effective.
under
this
larly
will be too warm for comfort
weight,
sleeves
ries,
and guimpes. Metallized and weU man." O. O. Schaefer and
which they were getting high prices. al years was connected with the Uni
head. The underskirt or fourreau may
"bu vross urug UO.
except in very cold weather and will
ted
States
of
and the democrats jeered at the Idea
department
be very narrow, is at least limp and
agriculture collect dust too
are
Still
readily.
they
zvzmsm&m2twjvvw
demon
that the defeat of Harrison would in the capacity of
imww,-the mode, and while narrow In effect even when plaited,
change these conditions, just as they stration farm agent. He has done preeminently
the
but
is
full
to
overdrapery
enough
serges, cheviats, corded stuffs of the
jeer now at the suggestion that the considerable institute work in the Bedford '
breaden the silhouette a trifle and
CAPITAL PAID IN
tyipe and similar tailoring
Own.
southwest and stands high in the es
defeat bf Taft may alter existing
sometimes it even approaches the
- SURPLUS
are
materials
still
and
cor
acceptable
timation of agriculturists of that sec
ioo,ooo.oo
bouffant.
rect
the
coat
for
costume
and
skirt
0,000.00
But the very moment it became tion of the United States.
J-LThere is a good deal of skirt drapery
rv
the fad of the moment is the tailored
known that Harrison had been defeat
costume of the thicker and softer falling straight, long and clinging on
ed business began to slacken. It was
NOT WELL ENOUGH TO WORK.
the right side, but caught up In some
wool.
known that Just as soon as the demo
Thousands of American girls and
Combinations of plain and brocade modified pannier puff fashion at the
cratic administration could get the womes are dragging out a weary ex
J. M. Cunningham, President.
i
l
are new and effective and the left front, the long line usually inT. Hosklns, Cashier.
reins of power Into his hands, the tar istence in stores, mills, "hops and fac
Frank Springer,
t.
use of nvtMasse in association with cluding the front and lending height to
iff would be revised. And so, although tories with distressing weaknesses
matfti-ia one of the new sea the figure, while the drapery at the
it was more than a year until the new and derangements which are sapping plain
son s innovations.
The effect Is not left makes concession- to the vogue
tariff law was finally enacted, the fear their very life away.
of drapery movement. A simple cloth
fl.lwfl.VR hnnnv tint In anma
aaiu,
of It, the certtainty that it would write
Such women may fmd joy In living L
B0
an(J
exceedlngIy
fi
very. nandsome frock in blue and black fine stripe, disradical changes Into the tariff schedw .iguiuutt uea.nu uy
t
,u w
,,,,.
,,., played in one of the shops, showed a
hava
hoo
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
pnatmaa
IV
XT
T(1.J,
t.vu
ules, spread a pal' of uncertainty tUln b T,i "
u"' of the matelasse, which looks
version
of
pleasing
this
very
over all business operations.
Manumuch like a partlealarly handsome drapery arrangement and had a clever
facturers limited their output to im- man's ills which has stood the test k
brocade silk zenana cloth, though Its unpretentious trimming of tiny black
mediate orders because they did not of .time.
.. ... - drops set on to simulate a wide band
...... ana. aitogetni. uguier,
t... soiier,
lexiure is
dare to fill their warehouses with
y
er different.
There are many smart cloth frocks,
goods which might be brought into
CONVENTION OF TEAMSTERS.
A good deal of fur is used on both all much longer than In the French
1
competition a few months later with
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 7. Between frocks and suits, often appearing as models that American women are In
similar products from European factor- - 00 and 300 delegates from various a mere
touch and in unexpected Dlac- - the habit of wearing.
All of them
les made under European conditions;
paris 01 me united Mates and Canada es. One of the French makers has touch the ground, most of them even
Jobbers and wholesalers bought only were present here
today when the bi- - sent out several very chic models In trail a bit, but as a rule they could
Capital Stock,
to fill their current demands, and re- - ennial convention of the International
out velvet, srivlnir the Bff
nf r,in be made, shorter without losing their
tailera kept their stock at the lowest Brotherhood of Teamsters, Stablemen
stripe velvet on a chiffon foundation. grace, an arrangement which would
Office with the San Miguel National Bank '
stags possible so that they might not and Helpers was called to order by These models have a neck finish
make them suitable for American
of
be overloaded with high priced goods President Daniel J. Tobin of
Cam fur, a very narrow line of skunk or wearers, who do not like the idea of
when the expected influx of cheap pro bridge, Mass. The officers'
Win. G, Ilaydon
President
reports sable running around the front and wearing a trailing skirt on the street.
ducts should come.
showed an increase of about 10,000 sides of the bodice neck
W.
H,
at
the
Kelly
Vice
just
sleeves
Long
have beyond question
President
The result of all this retrenchment members in the
past two years and a base of the throat, but oddly dipping arrived. For that
D. T. Hoskins
arriv
matter,
was that railroad traffic fell off so treasury
they
Treasurer
of
In
$60,000
the same down in a slight polnfl at the hack.
gain
ed last season, but only the few took
that practically every railroad went period. Indications ooint to the reOn evening gowns of the sheerest them seriously. Now one sees
little
Into the hands of receivers, borrow- election of President Tobin
Interest Paid on Deposis
and nearly sort lines of fur often , border the else save in models intended
for house
ers were unable to meet their obli-- i all of the ether officers.
or
finish
the little sleeves, wear or evening purposes, though oc- draperies
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EVERYTHING IS READY FOR THE

OPENltiB OF THE GREAT STRUGGL
Seat Selling Campaign Has Been Worked Into a System That , It Is
Believed Will Keep Swindlers and Speculators From Ruining

ing their first year with, Boston, and
Lawrence Pape, are the other members of the Boston staff.
Records of the pitchers compiled up
to within a few games ot the season's
close, give Wood the highest average
of the 12 twirler8. He stands at .883
as compared with Tesreau's .773. The
table Is as follows:
Giants
S. W. L, H. Avo.

Are Tesreau
..30 17
the World's Championship Baseball Series-Pla- yers
..40 '28
the
Marquard
Will
Clubs
oth
Upon
Rely
Fray-BAnxious to Get Into the
Crandall ....... 3G 12
.... 41 23
Mathewson
Strength ot Their Pitchers For Victory.
Wiltse
...26 9

5
9
C

vmm

New York, Oct. 7. While the police
o both cities will probably be heavily
burdened in handling the great crowds
at the world series games in Boston
and New York this week the situation
in the metropolis bids fair to develop
the hardest day's work of its kind that
tlie New York bluecoats have ever

had.
the majority o those atthe
games will have secured
tending
their admission cards several days In
advance, whereas in New York, as an
experiment to heat the ticket scalpers'
In, Boston

game, the innovation ot selling practically all tickets on the grounds on
the days ot the games is to be tried.
in last year's world series contests,
when most of the tickets had been
placed in advance, there was still a
crowd of 100,000 persons at the gates
on the day of the opening game, more
than half of whom failed to get inside. This year, with the "first come
first served" plan in force, it is esti
mated that twice last year's crowd
will-battracted by the possibility of
numbering ariiong those served. The
police have taken into account the
pissibility of an unprecedented crush,
for it is already apparent that many
extreme fans plan to bivouac all night
tonight about the groundB, if not ac
tually start some of the waiting lines.
howThey will wait until 10 a. m.,
a
as
much
so
before
getting
ever,
sight of the coveted tickets, and will
be required, as served, to pass direct-)into the stands, with a restless wait
until 2 o'clock for the big game to
v

start

"

j

after going to Boston his' success as
a big league pitcher was assured, although Kay Collins was the Boston
star at that time. It was really not
until this year that Wood came into
his own as the idol of the Boston fan.
Notwithstanding that in Rube
New York boasts a pitcher who
equalled the world's record y pitching
19 conecutive victories in the early half of the past season, the local
followers appear to have
both him and Mathewson, while acclaiming young Jeff Tesreau as the
hero of the hour. Matched against
the Boston star, is Tesreau of the
same age, bat his successful career
a sab ig league pitcher has virtually
been confined to the latter half of
the past season.
Tesreau is the only man in the
Giants' lineup who was not with the
the club in the world series struggle
last year. McAleer, now president
of the Boston Americans, when manager ot the St.' Louis Browns several
years ago, was the first to give youni'
Tesreau his first big league trial when
one of his scouts discovered him in
the Trolley league in Missouri. The.
now president of the, Boston' club
could see no hope in the lad's work
and turned him back. In 1908 he was
tried out by the Detroit Americans,
but failed.
He shifted around among five different Texas clubs until McGraw dis
covered him in Shreveport a year aso
last spring and added him to his
string of recruits. Instead of making
use of him, however, McGraw fanned
him out to Toronto. It was there that
Tesreau showed his first promiso and
by the end of the season he was haled as one of the best pitchers in the
Eastern league, having mastered tha
art of the "spltbali." McGraw. recalled him, only to be disapointed in 'lis
but
wildness the first of the
by midsummer he regained confit'.ene4
Mar-quar- d

d

-

'...

There are 21 ticket offices at the
Polo grounds, before which the various
waitinz lines will form, probably long
before daylight. Over 30,000 tickets
are to be sold through theBe offices.
has
Although nearly as large a crowd
at
ordinary
in
this
way
been handled
nevgames, at these times there were
acbe
could
than
er more applicants
At the present estimate in the young pitcher and has since
commodated.
there will be from four to six times been rewarded with the sensational
tocapture of many crucial games. With
this number stirming the grounds
17 games won to five lost, as the seamorrow.
The offliiial conclusion of the major son closes, Tesreau stands at an averleague schedule today clears the decks age higher than any of his colleagues,
for the world's championship combat. on the Giants' pitching staff. McGraw
The pennant winning clubs, the New considers him the peer of Ed Walsh,
York Nationals and the Boston Ameri- the famous "spitball" pitcher of the
cana cleaned their slate yesterday and Chicago Americans. If he keeps his
have today and tomorrow to rest up control he will undoubtedly be given
for the first of the big games in New the greater part of the box work for
New York ia the world series.
York on Tuesday.
every
before
made
The acclaim of Tesreau and Wood,
The prediction
world series thatthe crucial games however, has not altogether overshadwill be pitchers' battles usually proves owed the older favorite either here
corect. It was so last year with the or in "Boston. The veteran Mathewand effective with
exception of one game and promises son is still steady
ball as his specialty, and
a
to be so this year.
in
A championship struggle was never on the whole is still the mainstay
the
Rube
box.
in
Giants'
the
Marquard
approached with keener interest
a losing streak after his
reliance placed upon the pitchers than
came
is the case1 this year. In Boston yes- gentional run up to July 4, and
some of
twenty-thirfrom
criticism
harsh
in
the
for
celebrated
terday they
Jos- the fans.
The only explanation of
anniversary of the birth of
his
which
has
generally
Blump is that he gavo
strangea
date
eph Wood,
nervous strain of his winto
the
years,
in
way
previous
unnoticed
passed
ofning streak. He is now In good phyJnrt on thia occasion it marks the
chamsical trim, however, and will undoubtficial conclusion of a league
a
part
for
which
great
edly have a share in the big games.
race
pionship
.
Wiltse and
is due to young Wood's phenomenal "Old Doctor" Crandall,
ot the
he
members
the
ago
A
Ames,
remaining
fortnight
pitching speed.
vic- Giants'
pitching staff are all considcompleted a run for 16 straight
anft there
tories for the Boston club, thereby ered strong relief pitchers
record is some expectation that Ames' good
American
league
the
equaling
will net him
set this season by Walter Johnson of vork during the sea-itl t game.
start
a
to
chance
.
Washington.
Boston's second choice in the box
The blinding speed with which
UniWood winds up was one day desoribed is probably Ray Collins, an old
who
Vermont
enthusiast
of
"southpaw,"
Boston
a
versity
as "smokey" by
and it seemed so apt that the word joined the Red Sox four years ago.
became his nickname. Although one His average has not been up to that
team of Charlie Hall, however, and the lat
of the younger members of the
1908. ter may be picked as Wood's real co
since
Boston
he has been with
asHe came from Hutchinson, Kan., in worker. Hall is an old American
.
proin
sociation
first
player.
year
1907, which was his
Thomas (Buck) O'Brien, and Bedi-en- t,
fessional baseball. He had had a recboth of whom are practically serv
game there and soon
ord of a
,

fade-awa-
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When the blood becomes infected with any unhealthy humor the
Humors
fect is shown by boils, pimples, and rashes or eruptions on the skin. eliniina-tive
of an inactive
the
iret into the blood usually becausematter is left in condition of to
sour and
the system
members Thus unhealthy
ferment and be absorbed into the circulation. Remove these Minors and
mo skin trouble can exist, because its very source is then removed.' Boils,
Tasues, pinipies, eu;. can never oe cuieu wiuugu
the application of external medicines, because such
treatment can have no possible effect on the blood;
the most to be obtained from such measures is tem- ...
I
affections
1 porary relief. S. S. S. CURES all skill
" J because it purines the blood. It goes down Into
V"v V x
tlie circulation ana cieanses it oi every panicie oi
unhealthy matter. Then the blood exercises its
normal function of supplying nourishment to the cuticle instead of irritating- it with a fiery humor. If
you have any skin trouble you could not do better
S. S. It does not "patch up" it cures
than purify your blood with S.medical
advice free.
Book on Skin Diseases and any
ef-
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urn swift sriciFic co., Atlanta, ca.
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148
274
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40

..32
..38

Bedient
Collins
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Pape
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EFFICIENCY
The Logical Results of Installing the '
ACCURACY-GREATE- R

Exclusive Underwood Features flake Possible the Most
Important Labor-SavinSystems of Modern Accounting
g

L.

H.

Ave.

4

242
165
175
164
218
64

.889
.706
.682
.60.'

W.
32
17
15
14
16

7
12

1

1
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Uoddrwood Typewrit

.773
.743
.607
.617
.64'i
.64':

Red Sox
Wood
Hall
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the ever growing demand puts the annual sales
ahead of those of any other machine

making necessary the largest typewriter factory and the largest typewriter office building in the world.
Such a demand from business men everywhere is unquestionable evidence of the practical mechanical superiority of

571
0

Baseball Schedulo
All Games Begin at 2 p. m.
'
Tuesday, October 8 First game; at
Polo Grounds, New York.
:
October 9 Second
Wednesday,
game; at Fenway Park, Boston.
Thursday, October 10 Third game;
at New York.
Friday, October 11 Burth game;
at Boston.
Saturday, October 12 Fifth) game;
at New York.
Monday, October 14 Sixth game (if
necessary) ; at Boston.
To be decided later Seventh game

if necessary.
,
Club first to win four- games captures the title.
,
Whenever impossibe, on account of
bad weather or other causes, to play
a game on the day! scheduled, the contending clubs will remain In the city
at which that game is scheduled until the game can be played. In event
of such postponements the schedule
of remaining games will be pushed
forward pust so much.v
Seats for the World Series

of Underwoods far

"The Machine You Will Eventually Buy"

U nderwood

Typewriter

Co.,

Incorporated
El Paso, Texas

3oo North Oregon St.,

-

At New York:

pacity

38,000

Polo Grounds,

ca-

seats.

Boxes (4 seats), $25 On public sale
in advance.
Uper grandstand (8,000), at 3 On
public sale In advance.
Lower grandstand (15,000), at $2
On sale at grounds only on day of
game.
Bleachers (15,000),. at Jl On sale
at grounds only on day of game.
'
At Boston: Fenway Park; capacity
30,000

seats.

On sale in advance; tickets must be bought for
three games.
' Grandstand, $3 On sale in advance;
tickets must be bought for three
Boxes, per seat, $5

games.

Temporary stand, $2 On sale in
advance ; tickets must be bought for
three games.
Pavilion, $1 For sale on groundsBleachers, 50 cents For sale on
grounds.
Gates at Polo grounds will be open.
ed at 10 a. m. on the- days of the
games and all persons buying tickets
will be obliged to pass directly Into
-

the park.

Series Receipts
Receipts for the games for the world
series are to be divided as follows:
For the first four games, 10 per cent
of the receipts goes to the National
commission; 60 per cent goes to a
pool for the players (60 per cent of
this pool to the winning players and
40 per cent to the losers) ; remaining
30 per cent of the total receipts Is
equally divided between the two club
owners. All the receipts of games after the fourth go to the club owners,
The financial record established last
year was the highest of any world se
ries to date." The total receipts for
the six games was $342,264. Of this
each of the 21 Philadelphia American
players, as winners, received $3,65,
while each of the losing New York
National players received $2,436.
Umpires for World Series
Arbitration of the close plays in
world championship games is vested
In a force of four umpires, or twice
the number in ordinary games. One
is stationed behind the plate, one
about the bases, and two in the 'out
Division of World

field.
The selection of the umpires is made
by the presidents of the two major
leagues, each choosing two from his
staff. The choice this year fell upon:
William Klem and Charles Rigler,
representing the ational league.
William Evans and
O'Lough- lin, representing the American league.
Mr. Klem is the only one of the four
who participated In last year's series,
although all of them are veterans s
big league umpires and are generally
popular with the baseball public.
Previous World Series
The first baseball game recoirded as
played for "the championship of the
world" "was in 1S84 when Providence
of the National league, defeated the
Metropolitans of New York;, 3 to 0. In
the 27 years since there have been
18 other world series staged, the last
eight of which, since 1903, have been
under the auspices of the National
Baseball commission.

won this
The Boston Americans
first .series under the commission auspices, from Pittsburgh. In 1904, the
following year, the Giants and Red
Sox, were, as now, the pennant winning clubs In the two leagues but no
world series was played. Thereafter,
however, the games have been arranged annually, and In the eight series there have been 43 games played,
of which the National league clubs
have won 24 and one was tied.
Giants vs. Red Sox In 1909
'
The present contenders for world
n
honors in baseball met In a
series three years ago which Boston won over New York by 4 games
to 1. Although that result has but a
remote bearing up the present series,
it Is of Interest for practically all of
the present Giants and many of the
present Boston players faced each other then. Roston has added the greater number of new faces, but Joe
Wood, its. star, pitcher, opposed Mathewson at that time, and Carrigan
and Meyers were opposing catchers.
alIn the first game Mathewson,
though hit harder than "Wood, defeated the youngster by a score of 4 to 2,
In the fourth game it was Mathewson
against Ray Collins, who is still on

Washington finishes In second plaoe
by a seven point margin over the
Philadelphia club, last year's world's

WORLD'S BASEBALL SERIES

OF FORMER YEARS.

League Games
..A. A.
1884
In the National league a still clossr
Metroplitoan
30
St. Louis
race for second place has brought
1885
33
,.A. A
A. A
National... 42
1886 St. Louis
...Chicago
Pittsburg and Chicago to almost a
10 4
A. A
St. Louis
1887 Detroit
National
tie. The lPttsburg men have the
A. A.
honors by a two point margin, but a
1888 New York ....National.... ..St. Louis
loss to Cincinnati and a Chicago vic
1889 New York ....National.... ..Brooklyn ...... A. A
33
3 3
A. A
1890 Brooklyn
National. .... .Louisville
tory over St Louis would give the
'
Cubs the second place.
1903 Boston
National... 4 1
American..... Pittsburg.'
'
The Giants won their final game
National
1905 New York
Phialdelphia ...American..
In Washington park, Brooklyn, markNational.. 43
1906 Chicago ....... American. .....Chicago
American. 4 0
Detroit
National
1907 Chicago
ing the last major league contest to
be staged in that old park. Tesreau,
American. 5 0
National
1908 Chicago ...
Detroit
.American. 43
the "spit ball" pitcher, whose excep.National
Detroit
1909 Pittsburg
tional success during the latter halt
1910 Philadelphia . ..American. ... .Chicago .......National... 4 1
ot the Giants' season, has placed him
National...
1911 Philadelphia .. .American. .. . .New York
in the forefront for the world's series,
was worked out and showed fine form
for the five innings he pitched, allow
Wm. A. Allen, Chacon, N. Mex.,
Nebraska, 6; Belleyue, 0.
ing but two hits.
writes:
"My wife had a cough that
0.
Case,'
has
been
4;
Michigan,
Precedent, Incidentally,
nearly choked her to death, the worst
Minnesota, 6; Arnes 0.
against the men who loom up in adI ever saw.
We tried everything wa
vance as probable heroes of the
Purdue, 21; DepauW, 0.
could think of but did her no good.
world series. Speculation as to who
By good luck I happened to get a hot-ti- e
Chicago, 13; Indiana, 0.
of Foley's Honey and Tar Comwill "Bakerlze" the forthcoming conIowa, 35; State Teachers, 7.
and it helped her at once. It
pound
0.
tests had led to the choice of Speaker.
Oberlin, 13; Cornell,
Is the best cough medicine I ever
Swathmore, 22 ; Lafayette, 0.
Wood, Gardner or Stahl among the
heard of. O. G. Sohaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.
..
Boston men, and Doyle, Meyers, Tea
i
Pennsylvania, 16; Dickinson, 0.
'mi:
reau and Mathewson
for the New
Army, 27; Stevens, 0.
the Boston pitching staff, and the York team, but there are good chances
Princeton, 35; Lehigh, 0.
J. C. Ray, Winfleld, Ala., says: "My
.
latter shut out the Giants 2 to 0. The for a dark horse.
Yale, 21; Syracuse, 0.
father, T. J. Ray suffered with kidney
wonderful batting of Speaker, still the
and bladder trouble so bad he had to
Harvard, 19; Holy Cress, o.
use a catheter. Various kidney remstar twirler of the Bostons, was really
SATURDAY'S FOOTBALL.
Wesleyan, 7; Bodwoln, 6.
edies were tried without result, and
the feature of the series. At bat 21
Colorado, 16; Utah Agricultural ColWashington and Jefferson, 0; Carfinally we gave him Foley Kidney
times, he made 12 hits, including two lisle, 0.
lege, 3.
Pills. In three days he could pass
home runs and a
Wisconsin, 13; I wrence, 0.
University of California, 34; Neva- some water and on the fifth, no longer needed a catheter. He continue
da, 0. (Rugby.)
Utah, 9; Wyoming, 6.
to use Foley Kidney Pills until enKansas, 62; St. Marys, 0.
tirely cured." O. G. Sohaefer and Red
6.
new
The
all
owtlc
the
Drake,
9;
Parsons,
print
Cross Drug Co.
FOR A BAD STOMCII
Y'eat

champions.

Winner
League
Providence ....National
National.
Chicago

Loser

64

41

post-seaso-

42

.

three-bagge-

.

r.

PAPE'S DIAPEPSi
TIME IT! IN FIVE MINUTES GAS,
SOURNESS AND INDIGESTION
IS GONE

Sour, gassy, upset stomach, indigestion, heartburn, dyspepsia; when the
food you eat ferments into gases and
stubborn lumps; your head aches and
you feel sick and miserable, that's
when you realize the magic in Pape's
It makes such misery
Diapepsin.
vanish in five minutes.
If your stomach Is in a continuous
revolt If you cant get it regulated,
please, for yom- sake, try Diapepsin.
It's so needless to have a bad stomach make your next meal a favorite
food meal, then take a little Diapep
sin. There will not be any distress
eat without fear. It's because Pape's
Diapepsin "really does" regulate weak
stomachs that gives it it's
millions of sales annually.
Get a large fifty-cen-t
case of Pape's
Diapepsin from any drug store. It is

the quickest, surest stomach relief
and cure known. It acts almost like
magic It is a scientific, harmless
and pleasant preparation which truly
belongs

in every home.

LEAGUE SEASON ENDS.
New York, Oct. 7. The National
and American seasons closed in the
east Saturday with the Boston Americans credited with the largest string
of victories of any of the sixteen
clubs. Their record of 105 games won
and forty-sevelost, with a percentage of .691, is nine points better than
the standing of the New Y'ork team of
the National league, 103 games won
and 48 lost. By the results of Satur
day's play In the American league,

UJE-!-
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the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind, his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only .in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not, prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
Because

It Always

Pays

to Buy

Advertised Goods

i
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FUND!!

to give $10,000." Mr. MacVeagh,
cording to the witness, told him that
Mr, Morgan wrote a check for $50,000
which he sent to Mr. Harriman's office.
Ogden Mills, treasurer of the Taft
organization in New York state, in a
convention, this year
produced an accounting of money
paid to him for the national Taft
league for the New York primaries.
He said the largest expenditure was
for detectives to prevent fraudulent
voting. He said the eastern branch
of the national Taft league organized
by Timothy L. Woodruff raised about
$24,000 spent in the primary fight. Mr.
Mills raised $7,205. Mr. Mills denied a
statement credited to E. H. Hooker,
progressive treasurer at New York,
that "30,000 votes .were cast for
Roosevelt delegates in the March primaries and were not counted." "The
polls were fully manned by Roosevelt
watchers," he said, "and Mr. Roose-vet- l
got as many as 16,000 votes."
Two weeks before the primary, he
said, reports were made to him of attempts to bribe Taft precinct captains to deliver votes to Roosevelt,
but he did not verify any of these.
Mr. Mills gave the committee figures and poll books from precincts in
the eight: assembly districts and said
investigation of the Roosevelt vote in
many districts had shown much of
it tQ have been fraudulentt. In one district, he said, a man who had hls,eg
amputated on election day was record-eac-

(Continued' From Page One)

"''!

tising contract 'of. $j,506 by the Roose
velt managers, covering advertising in
thirty foreign newspapers for "Roosevelt dei?gates' in the" New York pri'.
mary fight,' ,. V,
John J. Harina, secretary of Senator
La Follefte,. referring to E. H. Hook
er's statement, that, Mr. Crane nad
given $70,000 to the, La Follette fund,
said the only amount he knew of Mr.
Crane's giving was .above that entered
into the account' 'presented, $3,184.40,
included in the statement of the Chi
cago bureau and given to make up a
deficit.' There were friends, he said, in
the state'wiwth 'whom he had nothing
"
to do.
;
He mentioned H. E Tucker of Court
ney, N.'Dt; Alfred L. Baker, Huron,

Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest dally and weekly circulation S. D., anil 'Thomas McCuster, Portof any newspaper in northern New land, Ore.',' as, being
among those who
Mexico.
could account for expenditures not reported to the national headquarters.
"The' expenses of the California
TELEPHONES
Main 2 campaign," said the witness, "were
BUSINESS OFFICE.,
Main 9 borne largely "by Rudolph Spreckles,
NEWS DEPARTMENT
who made no accounting to me."
Senator Pomerene led attention to
MONDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1912.
the statement by, .looker that Mr,
Crane "had up "to a certain date given
The "moo" of the moose is growing $70,000 to the La toilette fcampaign.'
fainter.
"There was no such amount contributed," said Mr. Hanna.
With all his tat Roosevelt's path
iHe mentioned "personal contribun office was ' not strewn with dead tions" made to Senator La Follette,
as having voted.
bosses.
,
one of $2,500 by MrSpreckles. Charles
In the Fourth election district, he
H. Crane. testified he gave $26,684.40
The speedy decline in Roosevelt to Senator La Folletters campaign and said, the record showed that the usual
cast in perfect
sentiment is the most noticeable de- $10,000 to Governor " Woodrow Wil- 106 votes cast were
order.
alphabetical
son's fund before the Baltimore convelopment of the last month.
Mr. Mills was excused and the com'
vention.
y
mittee
adojurned until tomorrow.
It was only a question of time when "Are these all the contributions you
Woodrow Wilson would get into the made either to Senator La Follette or
HAND'S DITCH BREAKS
Ananias club. He has arrived.
Governor Wilson
asked Senator
The main ditch at Hand's raid
Clapp. .... ..
..,.,.. ."
broke Saturday evening, Hooding the
The New York World says that Mr.
"Yes, sir, all." . He said he gave the
Onava road for nearly a ruile west ol
sothe
best
friend
WilRoosevelt is the
$10,000 for Governor Wilson to
of Las Vegas. Recialists ever had im the country.'
liam F. McCombs, his manager, in Onava and north
on' the ditch and
two installments, March 28 and April pairs are being made
the
ditch will bp
states
Mr.
Hand
that
Thftrere ;m,any amusing things in 30, 1912. - H denied' having
so thoroughly that it will ;b
repaired
tout
to
the prospect Hooker he had contributed $70,000
the poliial. situation,
impossible in the future for the. watf:
' :hunot, one of them,
, 'each-;''- ;
of
south,
to break through,
er.
Wanted
t'd'Tiave!
one progre
't't't Just
of Onava is practically impassable,-al- l
crane
Mr.'
sive
workingmeji
The nmis(are.vbvsy
'Succeeu,'"saiQ
atuolsts and teamsters are .advised, .for
are employed on, luorae- - uo you did not 'care which" one
this! present-tcross the, ; railroad
'
Watd he had r" been
attacked
want to change these conditions?
west of the
at
the
tracks
crossing
cam"throughout the west" during the
x
is located
which
railroad
bridge,
With President Taft elected for an paign as'h'fead of the bath tub trust.
west
of the piece of
distance
short
other four years, next year's prosperi He declared he had no connection road which is under water. After
With the organization.
ty will be bigger and better still.
the railroad track follow th
"I could very well support both Wil- crossing
the Forsythe ranch, then
toward
road
The role of "assistant democrats" son and La Follette, as both men are follow the railroad tracks until Onava
life-lo-ng
said
progressive,"'1
W. Crane. "That
is not a pleasant one for
The piece of road that
I was contributing to ;both funds waB is reached.
memiheus of the republican party.
Is at present under water has always
known to the mahagert of the two
foeen poor and efforts will be made to
no secret of the
Every vote other than for President campaigns. I" made
have it filled in and repaired, Hit
r"
Toft means a vote for disaster and fact."'V "i
funds for the work to be raised by
the destruction of American trier- - When Charles Iwwards Russell, so- popular subscription.
cialist candidate far governor of New
ests.
York, took 'the stand, Chairman Clapp
If you have young children you have
Business men remember 1S93 when read to him 'a report of one of his perhaps noticed that disorders of the
the last democratic administration speeches' ipt a New York paper, de- stomach are their most common ailwill find
caused universal distress and bank- scribing an alleged telephone conver- ment To correct this you
Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver
the
and
sation
Morgan
jbetAuaJ.
ruptcy.
excellent They are easy and
White House during the 1904 campaign Tablets to take, and mild and gentle
pleasant
Xeither the farmer nor the work- in whicG ifrfbVgaif was asked for a In effect. For sale by all dealers.
1
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ingman wants free trade in place of $100,000 contribution to the republican
the present conditions of prosperity. campaign fund. The published report,
said Wayne MacVeagh, former attorWho does?. :
ney general, was a witness to the conThe full dinner pail is more of an versation.
Mr. Russell said the story came to
Issue la this, campaign than is imagined. The worklngman knows when him in 1919 from Judson C. Wolliver,
he has a good thing and he means a magazine writer, who told he had
n
the story from Mr. MacVeagh. Wollito keep it.
ver, working at the reporters' table
The New York World says it is not was called to the stand and said Mr.
the custom of the country to turn MacVeagh had lold him of being in
down the administration In a year of Mr. Morgan's private office in Octogreat prosperity, and this year will he ber, 1904, that Mr. Morgan had been
no exception to the, rule.
called to the telephone and was in-formed E. H. Harriman wished to
During the last democratic admin speak to him. Wolliver testified:, Mr.
istration the worklngman could huy a MacVeagh told him that when Mr,
pretty good suit of clothes for $8, but Morgan returned from the telephone
he did not'have the price-- Under re he said: "What do you suppose that
publican rule jsince.i; the workers has man in the White House wants? It
been buying $25 suits of clothes and seems that Harriman has gone off
he has .the price.
down there to Washington and dined
with him and now he comes back and
that the president wants him to
CONTRIBUTED TO TV0 says
raise more campaign funds. He nas
,1
given $50,000 and now ne wants me
.
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AFTER SHORT ILLNESS
YOUNG

WITH BRIGHT
TURE IS STRICKEN
SUDDENLY.
MAN

FU-

Donald Sutton Schoeny, son of Mrs.

$19.35 for pork; $10.97
for lard and
$10.20 for ribs. The closing sales
'
were:
Deo.
Wheat, Oot
Deo.
Corn, Oct
Oats, Dec.
May
Pork, Oct $17.00.
Lard, Oct $11.67.
Ribs, Oct. $10.92.

91.

87;
64;
32;

NEW YORK

FULLY EQUIPPED

$1,050

AT YODH

101

63.

34.

STOCK EXCHANGE

G. A. Schoeny) died Saturday evening
New York, Oct. 7. The week In the
at his home at 920 Jackson avenue of stock market opened with consider-

acute congestion

the lungs. Mr.
at Princeton, Ind.,
and at the time of

of

Schoeny was born

February 4, 1891,
his death was 21 years and 8 months
old. He received his education at the
Pdinceton public ana high schools, being graduated from the Princeton high

school in 1908. In Docemberg 1908,
he came to Las Vegas, as at that time
his father and mother, Mr. and Mrs.
G, A. Schoeny, movea from Princeton
to Las Vegas. His father died here in
August, 1911.
' In
February, 1909, Mr. Schoeny went
to work for the Charles Ilfeld company
and up until the time of his death was
in the employ of that concern.
A
week ago last Wednesday Mr. Schoe
ny returned from a two weeks' visit
to his old hom ein Princeton. While
there he Contracted a severe cold as
a result of being caught in a hard
rain storm. On his return to Las Vegas Mr. Schoeny was not in condition
to resume his work, but he insisted
on going back to work and until Friday evening, when he wtts taken suddenly 111, he worked ewy (lay. Everything possible was done for Mr.
to be
Schoeny, but the attack- proved
'
too severe to overcome.
Mr. Schoeny is survived by his mother, Mrs.
G. A. Schoeny, a brother, Paul, and a
sister, Edith, to whom are extended
the heartfelt sympathy of the entire
Donald was a well liked
community.
and pouldar young man who had a host
of friends in Las Vegas. Mr. Schoeny
was a member of the Methodist church
and the Epworth league and sang in

able irregularity. Prices inclined to
firmness at the outset, but soon yielded to pressure against the leaders,
Reading, Lehigh Valley and Canadian
Pacific falling a point or more from
the best Union Pacific, St Paul, United States Steel and Amalgamated also appeared to be for sale at conces
sions. New York Central and Hill
issues were decidedly more steady.
Trading was relatively light with
some further selling for foreign ac
'''
count,
Bonds were irregular. Renewed ac
tivity and, marked advances on cer
tain specialties,' notably Can and People's Gas, imparted a better tone to
the trade after midday, but the market relapsed again when large selling
orders appeared. Hill issues were the
feature of the later afternoon. Their

i,

i

activity and strength being in marked
contrast to the rest of the list, whicfe
was dull and hesitating. The market
closed steady. The lowest prices were
made, irt the final hour, when Union
Pacific sold a. point under last week's
close? The last sales were: '
Amalgamated Copper
American Beet Sugar hid
Atchison
Great Northern
New York Central
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The Santa Fe will sell round trip tickets for one Fare Las
Vegas to Albuquerque, five dollars and thirty cents

,.116

Sale begins October 5th., ends October 12th. Final return

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
limit October 14tb.
,
the Methodist church choir.
Kansas City, Oct 7. Cattle, refuneral was held this afternoon ceipts 27,000, Including 3,000 southfrom the Schoeny residence, the Rev. erns. Market
steady to 10 cents lowE. C. Anderson officiating.
The Meth- er. Native steers
$5.7510.90; southodist church choir rendered several ern steers
southern cows
$4.366;
beautiful selections during the ser- and heifers
native cows
Hogs, recepits 5,000. Mirket strong
$3.255.25;
Sheep, receipts 25,000. Market steavices and many beautiful flowers were and heifers
stackers and to 5 cents higher. Bulk of sales $8.60 dy to weak. Muttons $33.75; lambs
$3.258;
numerous feeders $4. 407. 35; hulls
sent' by Mr. Scuoeny's
$45.50; 8. 90; heavy $8.709; packers and $5.256.50; range wethers and year
friends. Interment was in Masonic calves
western steers 5.50
butchers $S.609;
59.50;
lights $8.50
range ewes $3
lings $3.254.50;
cemetery and the pall bearers were 8.50; western cows $4.506.25.
8.09; jsigs $67.25.
j;
3,75.
Clare Koogler, Lee McCullough, Frank
Culberson, Arthur Livingston, Carl
Wertz and Leroy Brown, all members
of the Sunday school class to which
Mr. Schoney belonged.
.

O. 1.

BATeHELOR. Agent
1

.,

J. W. Copeland,

of. Dayton,

Ohio,

purchased a hottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy for his boy who had
a cold, and before the bottle was all
used the boy's cold was gone. Is that
not better than to pay a five dollar
doctor's bill? For sale by all dealers.
BUTTER GOING UP
Elgin, 111., Oct 7. The quotation
committee of the Elgin butter boaru
this afternoon declared hutter firm
at 29 cents.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Oct.'7.Wheat prices wer".
p'trlled dowrftoHay "hyj large rww pis
fiorthwesFt. ''The--arrival-s
there. 'wore
50 per cent-both last week
and a year ago.' 'The opening was Va
off. December started at
cent to
90
to 91 cents, the same change

T h ere Is N o

S e ere t

About the Styles and Qualities to Be Found In
r
Our Ladies'
Garments For Fall
H
,'v and Winter 1912 - 13
Ready-to-Wea-

!

from Saturday night as the market
taken altogether. A decline to 90
followed.
The close was steady at
91
for December, the same as Saturday night.
of demand

Slowness

caused

32,

hut seemed
that range.

to-da-

WE INVITE YOUR INSPECTION

E

"Rediern" and

"Palmer" Suits

dis-

Strength at the yards carried provisions higher. First scales were a
shade to 10 cents up with January at

;

collected such a lovely assoftmeiu of merchandise, as we are showing today. Something here to please every taste. Prices are more than reasonable. We will
be pleased to show the new Jacket Suits, Dresses and Coats.
Elegant lines to be found in
each garment and please remember, we buyj no! twoj alike.; Our new department on second floor to be finished in a few days will be up
in nil respects.
i
H'ave we'

corn

to sag. December opened unchanged
to
cents lower at 53 to 53 anL
.
The close was
dropped to 53
steady with December 53, a net loss
of
cent.
Oats weakened with other cereals.
December opened a shade to
down at 32 to
posed to keep within
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DOROTHY DODD
Shoes For Women

to G5.GD

In all the new Fall and Winter Styles including the latest
Models and newest Leather
and Fabric Combinations.
We

are also sole agents
the
for
celebrated
MUNSNG I'NDERWEAR

Granbarth

1--

'

:

'
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THE POPULAR PSICESTORE"

A." Loeb, whose home Is in Kansas
is in, town and expects to spend
City,
PHONE MAIN 104 v
the ionvngsi, winter at St. Anthony's
AgeoH tor the New Un 10c Pulerni
"
sanitarium.'
Mrs. F. M. Lyon left yesterday afternoon for Albuquerque
where the
will be. the guest of her mother for
A. H. Lorenzen an
)
family spent several
flays.
the day at El Porvenk

yesterday.

mm.
i

Judge E.'V, .Long returned yester
day mornio from Santa Rosa where
, he .has. been
attending the session of
'.
the district court.
Opposite the Y. M. C. A.
T..MvE!rco.d iBft yesterday for Albuquerque.; where he will attend the
Ike Bar
who returned yes
meeting of ;ihe grand lodge of the I.
O. O. F. for New Mexico.
terday afternoon from a several days'
R. jS,- L&clcwood ot Providence, R. I., trip in the Mora country, left this af
ver.
was a business visitor in town today ternoon for Gonzales and Canon Lar
Dr. J. M, Cunningham, William G.
in the interests of the meat canning go on a sheep gathering trip. He will
Haydon, Osborne Haydon, D. T. Hay-ldn- s department o( Armour & Co.
be out of town for a few days.
and Leonard Hoskins went out
W. J. Edwards of Jefferson City,
Mrs. J. H. Ward left yesterday afto El Porvenir Saturday afternoon
Mo., arrived yesterday and is stopping ternoon for Albuquerque.
After a sevin the Hoskins automobile and spent at St.
Anthony's sanitarium where eral dayB' visiting in the Duke City
Sunday there, returning to town last Lhe' expectsl'to; Ipend the winter.
Mrs. Ward will visit her daughter,
.
evening.
Dr. IVW. Goelftz returned yesterday Miss Jeanette Ward, at San Marcial.
J. L. Campbell of Alma, Mich., and
afternoon from Albuquerque where he During the. absence of Mrs. Ward her
George W. Thayer of Detroit, Mich.',' has been attending the annual meet daughter, Miss Rachael Ward, will be
passed through Las Vegas today in ing of the Santa Fe Railway Medical the guest of Miss Ruby Moore.
30 horsepower an,-- ,
their Abbot-Detro- it
and Surgical association.
Mrs. Harry W. Kelly returned to
tomobile en route "from Detroit to
R: " Coltedo' "of New Orleans, La., Las Vegas
Saturday evening from
California--- . .;
... .
. ,
went, vttf work c. this morning, for the Taos and Trinidad, Colo., where she
C. Si Christofferson came into town Hub
Clothing company and will fill has been a visitor for several weeks.
yesterday afternoon from the mica th j &6Hon vacated by J. H. Mima, From Trinidad Mrs. Kelly motored to
mine at Ribera, and, with Mr. Rohrer, who left yesterday for El Paso.
Taos with her son, Dan Kelly, releft this morning for Onava where
Eddy Murray, advance agent of the maining in Taos several days to atthey will spend several days harvest Coney Island Comedy company, arriv- tend the Pueblo Indian festivities.
Miss Edith Wray left yesterday afed in town yesterday to complete aring crops on the Rohrer ranch.
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Fallin, who have rangements for the appearance of the ternoon for Trinidad, Colo., where she
been making a trip from Los Angeles company at the Duncan opera house expects to Jocate permanently, having
a position with the telephone com4o New York and
return, passed next Friday and Saturday evenings,
(fr. and Mrs. J. R. Logan- of Lexing pany. Miss Wray formerly was stenthrough Las Vegas today la their EL
M. F., 30 horsepower automobile on ton, Mo., arrived in town Saturday ographer for the law firm of Jones &
their way to the coast Mr. Fallin evening
ate the guestf of Mr. and Rogers and is well known here, havstates that since leaving Los Angeles Mrs. Richard Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. ing, resided in Las Vegas for several
they have traveled 7,152 miles and Logan are on their way home from an years.
P. V. Barnes of Pasadena, Cal., who
that the trip they are on is the first extended trip through the west and
has been a visitor in Las Vegas for
one ever made across the continent along the coast.
Ben Lewis returned this morning several days, left yesterday for Pecos
and back inside of a year by a private
owned car of 30 horsepower. While froni Chicago ' where he has been Town where he will remain until the
on their trip Mr. and Mrs. Fallin via- - spanding (several .days on business. arrival of necessary parts for repairted many of the large cities and plac- While In Chicago Mr. Lewis purchased ing his Stutz automobile. From Pecos
es of scenic interest and thus far they an entire, stock of goods for his store, Town Mr. Barnes will continue his
have been very fortunate and have which will be opened in the Coors overland automobile journey to the
coast.
building at an early date.
had no accident to mar their trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Men, H. W.
w
Kellv and C. C. RohMn. ,Q
'
day at El Porvenir yesterday, going
out In fhe morning hy automobile.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Mifibeil of Denver were visitors in town over Sunday. Mr. Mitchell is reprjsenting the
H. H. Tammen Curio company of Den-
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THURSDAY THIS FIRM WILL GIVE AUTOMOBILE EXCURSION PLAN
A DEMONSTRATION FOR
NED TO ATTEND THE BEAN
FESTIVAL.
THE PUBLIC.

EUSICAL

COMEDY
D

FfilD

MANY

BOOSTERS EX.PRE'
PRISE AT SCOPE OF IF,;
TION ENTERPRISE.

SUR. ;"PAPA'S MILLIONS" TO BE STAGED
RV r.DNPV i A AMI-- l
AM
EDY COMPANY.
I

The Potter Candy company Is the
latest Las Vegas enterprise to demon
strate their confidence in the future
of our city. But few of our citizens
realize the Importance of this firm
among the business institutions. Their
manufactured products, which are
second to none, are shipped in large
quantities to all parts of the state
and no small amount goes to adjoin-fiistates.
:f
f
They have, for the past two years,
conducted the most modern, up to
the rest at 5 off. Same date refreshments parlors in our city
and have always been ready to install
discount on Comforts.
anything In the way of fixtures or con
veniences that would add to the comfort of their patrons. Their latest imTHIS WEEK ONLY FOR CASH
provement 1b the installation of a
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OTTER INSTALLS D00STE0S

rEdurdo Martinez and bia son, Gus- i ii
i
were
of
Antonchleo
in
visitors
tlano,
Las Vegas Sunday.
W. B, Norton o Albuquerque was a
viBiior in town toaay in tne interests
ot the N. K. Fairbanks company.
We can save you big
H. G. Cooi's lofj yesterday afternoon
on these lines if
for Las Cruces Tf here he expects to money
you will allow us to con- spend several days on husine&s.
C. P. Hill, passenger agent for the.vince
you.
Santa Fe railroad at Topeka, Kan.,
was a visitor In Las Vegas yesterday.
J. H. Minis, with his uncle, It. C,
5,"ic for Slie cotton blankets.
Brawner, left yesterday afternoon for
G"c for $1.00 cotton blankets...
El Paso where they will spend the win95c for fl.2b cotton blankets.
ter.
$1.10 for $1.50 cotton blankets
Guadalupe Rivera went to Albuquer$1.25 for 51.75 cotton blankets.
que, yesterday afternoon and will t(
a visitor ,in,,the Duke City for several $1.65 for $2.50 cotton blankots.
$2.40 for $3.50 woolen blanlci's.
:
;?
r v,'1"'"
.)
4.00 woolen blank
Thomas Breen and family were vis- $2.75 for
woolen blankets.
$3.25
for
$5.00
itors In town yesterday, riding In on
fro'ni
hbrseback1
their ranch at Mineral All
-

A
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The Las Vegas boosters'
Carrying out their program of ac
Friday evening, October 11, the Contrip to the
quainting Las Vegns peoplo wita the hand ranch Saturday proved to be a ey Island Musical Comedj company
resources of the surroundint- country great success and every business man will appear at the Duncan opera house'
the Las Vegas boosters are planning who made the- - trip Is convinced that here. Of this company the El Paso
an automobile excursion to Wagon the Hand project at Onava is a
great Herald says:
Mound Wednesday to attend the an asset for Las Vegas and
In engaging the Coney Island Musithat the, fu
nual harvest jubilee and bean fest. As ture development of the Hand and cal Comedy company for a run at
many automobiles as can be secured other irrigable tracts will make this the Alrdome, Manager Fogg has cerwill be solicited to make the trip and the best and the
largest business city tainly brought a show that should be
these will be loaded to capacity with in New Mexico.
appreciated. He has secured a comLas Vegas business men. It Is expect
The visitors were first aUiwn the pany that is far and away above any
ed that BO or 60 persons will make the ranch houses. Then
they hiked across talent ever offered in El Paso at popui
trip.
several fields to the spot whore the lar prices in the musical comedy line.
The Wagon Mound farmers have large pump, invented and installed by El Fasoang who saw the opening perharvested large crops this year and "Buffalo" Jones, is located. This
pump formance were unanimous in praising
are anxious to show the people Qf operated by a six
horsepower gasoline the company as an attraction worthy
this part of the state what they have engine, can pump 6,000,
gallons per of patronage and Manager Fogg and
With the assistance minute. Water for the pump Is taken Treasurer Ben Baker received
accomplished.
manj
oi the Commercial club of that place from the two
largest reservoirs, Lake congratulations after the curtain had
new
soda foun- and a number of enterprising boosters Isabel and Lake David and when the fallen on the last act.
tain of unusual beauty, surpassing they have arranged a high'y enjoyaole irrigated ditch system is ; Completed
The first production introduced
festival for Wednesday. All kinds c.f the pump will supply water from the I
anything of its kind in the state.
eight principals and 10 chorus girls,
It Is of the latest, most improved farm products will be on display. two lakes for" a large area of land. The chorus is well trained and the
model and absolutely sanitary, every Wagon Mound is particularly proud of TTT1.I1
wune crossing tne .narvested grain girls were some very striking and Bearher
and
has
made
fields the boosters saw a most unus coming costumes. Their work has life
beans, however,
portion of it being marble or metal.
It is of Immense size, more than doub- rangements to serve them In large ual sight, the herd of buffalo belong and ginger in it and their voices blend
ling their former accommodations and numbers, cooked after the most ap ing to "Buffalo" Jones being rounded splendidly.
In one of the numbers
insuring plenty of room to the many proved methods. There will be Bos- up Dy some ot tne nana eowpunchem several of the girls are given an oppatrons of this branch of their bus! ton baked beans and Mexican cooked An attempt was made to take a,pc- - portunity to exhibit their voices Indiness.
beans, so that the easterners and lure or me nerd but a "gas
hugf" vidually and Miss Nellie Rose in parThe purchase price of this beautiful westerners may both enjoy the fea'.t came along at the wrong time Aa& ticular made a big hit. She has a very
'
' f ,.
'
fixture was $2,000 and its installation to the limit. Persons who can donate stampeded the buffalo.
sweet voice.
proves the Potter Candy company to the use of their cars or can make the
The boosters then went over to'tbe
The honors among the principals
be one of our moBt progressive busi trip to Wagon Mound as sightseers Jara lake where an elaborate barbecue are so
evenly divided that it is hard
are urged to inform The Optic, Mayor dinner of lamb, roast ; goose,
ness concerns.
Miss Mabelle
to pick an exception.
potato
On Thursday afternoon and evening R. J. Taupert or George A. Fleming, salad, relishes, coffee and Budaveiser
Baker, the prima donna is a strikingly
of this week they will have a public secretary ot the Commercial club.
was served.
handsome girl, with a splendid voice
The procession ot gasoline consumdemonstration, serving many new and
After dinner. Secretary Gfeorge A. and a charming manner Her two
appetizing drinks as well as all the ers will leave the Commercial club Fleming of the Commercial club op. d songs were real treats and her acting
at popular prices. There rooms Wednesday morning at 7
old stand-by- s
an Informal meeting; o Jfjie'ttoasf-ers- ' was finished.
will be appropriate souvenirs present o'clock. All those who plan to make
club and called onMi ifUPadfeett, ' Miss Violet Fisher, the soubret, has
ed to every visitor and good music lor the trip should make arrangements to to respond to the toast-TjHand feet that just won't behave when the
- music is
their entertainment by the Simison be on hand at that hour. The travel- Project." going, and she is as cute and
'
orchestra. The Potter Candy com ers will return in the Evening. Each
Mr. Padgett mado an excellent dainty as she Is clever, both as an
pany extends to every one a most cor--. of the visitors will wear a booster's speech on the subject.,
actress and a singer. One of the --g
dial invitation to visit their parlors badge bearing the name "Las Vegas.' William J. Mills responded to the hits of the
performance was her "Honon Thursday and acquaint themselves The automobiles will be decked in Las toast, "What the Hand. Project and
song. She had to respond
eysuckle"
'
with this modern, apparatus for dis- Vegas pennants.
Irrigation in General Mean to Las to five encores.
'
pensing pure soda,.
Vegas." Govesnor M'lls said that' It
Walter Bohme, in a German charachad always been his desire to see Las ter role, kept his audience laughing
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Comstock left POWERS WILL KOT
Vegas made the largest city in the all ithe time. He is not unfamiliar to
for Albuquerque this afternoon, Mrs.
state and that he thongrft that ne El Pasoans, as he appeared here three
New Mexico
Comstock will attend-thALLOW WAR TO BEGIN business men of Las Vegas were now years ago in the leading role In "The
grand lodge meeting of the Rebekahs
working .on the right' line's toward Royal Chef," when El Pasoans paia
while In Albuquerque.
that end and that the Hand project un- 2 to see him.
"
Charles Kincald .returned last eveni (Continued
From Page One)
doubtedly would be a stimulus to simAl Reubens, as the bell hop with
where he
ilar projects in and about this, city the George Cohan line of prize fight
ing from Dodge
has been spending the past six weeks tlon today is considered in all quarters which .would insure the future prosper- slang, got many a laugh and when It
on business.
as more (hopefuL The powers' taking ity of this section of tjie country..
comes to singing, he Is a regular prize
Mrs. A. J. Wertz, wno will attend joint action to put an end to the crisis
The next speaker was J. ,D. Hand, box full of surprises. He used to be
the grand lodge meeting of the Re- is greeted with satisfaction. They who told of his future plans and stat- with the one and only Cohan and playbekahs of New Mexico, left for Al- will proceed today or, at the latest, ed at the present time there were ed the character of Tommy Burns In
tomorrow, to impress their views both practically 15,000 acres of land under "Forty Five Minutes from Broadway.' ,
buquerque this afternoon.
Dr. W. R. Tipton returned this af- upon Turkey and the Balkan states. irrigation and that in, time he planned
Ed Allen in the role of the Hebrew
ternoon from Denver where he has Austria and Rusria have been so ect-e- d to have at least 60,000 acres under lawyer made much out of a part that
to act on behp.lf of tha other greac water., Mr. Cradwford then, made a is easy to overdo. His parodies In
been a visitor for the past week.
W. J. Edwards,' a prominent attor powers at the Jfolkan capitals, while short speech, ending up with a funny song proved one of the big laugh getney of Jefferson City, Mo., arrived all the ambassfx'ors are to take part story of three white boys arid a negro ters of the evening and, while they
to 'jn male to boy who were lishlng one day. Tne savored a little of the burlesque type
here Saturday and Is stopping at St in Mi- - repre3.-nationOitoman fvvernment.
nego boy fell in and was about to go of entertainment, still they could no
Anthony's sanitarium. Mr. Edwards
came here for health reasons, and if
The British cabinet held a long ses down for the last time when one of be said to be vulgar. In fact, one of
his condition improves, he expects to sion tlday.at which Sir Edward Grey tne white boys jumped in and saved the strong features that recommend
exi.'uiiied the pclicy of the pov.ers. A. him. A minister who happened to be the company is that none of its membring his family to Las Vegas.,
riatch from Constantinople says passing by complimented ' the little bers depends upon vulgarity to get a
two
Secundino
Romero received
'iat the proposed joint ari m by tho white boy on his bravery and told him laugh. They give clean comedy and
carloads of rams from Colorado to- powers, taken :r conjunctio i with ihe what a hero he was,' telling the boy "cut the rough stuff."
di'.'M'on of T.rkey to Ii.Uoduca re that he would be rewarded, for saving
day.
Ed Vos as Dick Wellington, a colforma in her European provinces, is life. When the minister had finished
lege boy; Irvin Baker as the hotel
The Investment and Agency Corpo- rvii'iirted as a rgn. that the Influence praising the boy the little chap Bpoke clerk and Bessie Allen, as the wife,
liad my bait handled their roles capably.
ration moved from its old offtces to- of the powers has been a success and up and said "Oh, he
4n his pocket; thaws' why I saved
day and is now located in Its new of- that war Is now Improbable.
The title of the piece is "Papa's
fices at 605 East Lincoln avenue.
him." Mr. Crawford applied the stor Millions," but it would be just as good
to the Hand project, saying that Mr. by any other name. It is of the usual
Pope Offer to Mediate.
The announcement that the pope is Hand surely had the bait and It was musical comedy mixup variety, servWhile on one of his alleged period-teajags, Santiago' Padilla was arrest prepared to offer mediation in the Bal- up to Las Vegas to jump in and get it. ing as a vehicle for introducing some
ed yesterday afternoon, by Chief, of kans was made by the Vatican after a
After dinner the 'Boosters' club good lines of conversation and many
Police Ben Coles and this morning hurried meeting of the Sacred Con- watched the reapers and binders at chorus and solo numbers by the prinbefore Judge D. R. Murrajy pleaded gregation today, according to a news work and Professor Mead and several cipals, not one of which failed to
"
other members of the party showed
as they say on the stage.
guilty to the charge of disturbing the agency dispatch from Rome.
that they were farmers by binding
peace and of drunkenness. Judge Mur
It is the BOrt of show that El Paso-anDr. Edwin B. Shaw returned yester- bundles.
The party then' went to
ray gave Padilla the privilege of eithcan enjoy and will no doubt pater paying a fine of $20 and costs or day afternoon from Albuquerque Onava, had a picture taken and start- ronize to encourage the management
ed for town, which was reached with- to keep up the standard of entertain
serving a 25 day sentence in the cool- where he has been attending the
annual meeting of the Santa out mishap.
er. Up to the present writing Padilla
ment
has failed to come across with the fine Fe Railway Medical and Surgical soA record for the Alrdome was es'
ani costs and when last seen,, was at ciety.
t. AMERICAN BALLOQNISTS LEAVE tablished Monday when every seat in
:
work on the chain gang,
today from
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 7 The Amer- the summer theater was sold before
j ; .,a 'jih a E. H.to Mitchell returned
i
'
'
'"'' ". "
Harvey's ranch. Mr. Mitchell ican aeronauts who will contest in the 6 o'clock. ' Manager Fogg offered any-- . "
.;uv': trip
;;
MISS BAILEY ..DEAD
says "framing In the Harvey ifiedgbbOP-hood- ' International balloon, race for. .the Gor- one $5 who could go to the box 'office
Miss-'Is 'good f and several deef Jiave
C. Bailey,,. president. of
don iBennett trophy in Germany, the and purchase a seat after that hour,
this city and :of Las Vgas for. the been killed there since the .opening
latter part of this month left ,here to- as the reservations made earlier m '
m-.,, ..
the" entire house?
past five years and who but recently of the' season.4 ''i
day for New York, en route to Europe. the day sold
C. W. Hague of Denver, representing
returned from a visit to California,
are II. F. Lang and H, E, Honeywell,
They
died at 12:30 this morning of .pneumo- the Motor Field, an automobile publiwho will pilot the 'ballaofi' UnGENERAL SMITH DEAD
nia, says the Albuquerque Journal. cation of the Colorado capital, was in cle Sam," and John, Watt,s and A. T.
Oct 7. Brigadier Gen
Washington,
She leaves a father and other rela- Las Vegas today. Mr. Hague says his
Atlierbolt, who will manage tS "Kan- eral Frank G. Smith, V. 3. A., retired,
tives tn Piano, 111., and a sister in publication is planning to boost for sas
,
City II."
;
,',. died today aged 71.
good roads in New Mexico. He went
Chicago.
Miss Bailey had been acting as from here to Albuquerque but wil
m m flip
bookkeeper for the Louis Ilfeld com- return to Las Vegaa within a fe
mi
"t
IF
L
pany, for some time past. Relatives days.
IA
have been notified of her death and Juan Martinez left yesterday afterfuneral arrangements will be deferred noon on a week's va.Mt'on which he
will spend visiting friends at Albuuntil word cornea from them.
querque.
John Pinard left this afternoon for
Miss Bailey left here about a year
f
and
a?o. For some she waB Albuquerque and will visit friends
employed as stenographer by E. E. there this week.
Rev. J. S. Moore, pastor of St.
Veeder and John D. W. Veeder. Miss
Bailey had a large number ot friends Paul's Memorial church, returned this
fm w?
m
mf m
here who will regret to learn of her afternoon from Raton, where he heia
services
yesterday.
death.
'
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Stockholm, Sweden, Oct 7. The
Olympic games were a great financial
failure, not lesa than $213,003 having
been lost by the organizers, according
to the final auditing of the accounts.
From the standpoint of good sport
the games were acknowledged to have
been well conducted. Good order and
were characteristic of the pro- system
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"!t tie kit. a. ssy sea. yt -- r
hurry.
earnla"ET?"
Tve
a
of
got
way
fore-Anyhow
in when Ellsanah was here this
'
er hid on
fare this
livin' right hire. I'm goin,' to keep
Don't be scared, Grace, Cose k.g
I tald her fcitsasesa sn'stl
bouse for the new minister."
ricVt aicng.'
me tut lata tctigit,
The girl turned, her hat in her hand.
The girl cem along, tut
"Oh!" she cried in utter astonishenthusiasm. Ttey tiptoed tbrttagb the ;
ment
Fiith and Geryra.
dark, narrow ball and peered into tbe i
Kexiah nodded. "Yes," she aSLrmed.
rarlor. This spartmerit was dim a:. a i .The f.ro belief of tie pecp ia the
"That was what Elkanah's proposal
very existence of tie cistse gerta is
j still and gloomy, as all proper parlors
1
amounted to. Ha, ha! Deary me!
j should
be, but there was no sign of j a teaching iaeianca cf tbe power ct
faith. Which of us has seen the germ
When he said 'proposal,' I own up for
'life.
Cenaia v!
a minute I didn't know what was corn-in- '.
Mrs. Coffin was elaaeiBC back down ! of tuberccU at ar y
After Kyan I was prepared for
hall with a Strang xpreska ca ; boly asen in our tebaraxarie declare ,
;he
!
&i they have seen h tbrwuga the eye ! if
'most anything. But he told me that
her face. Her grip upon tie broom
j cf the micrcccpe, as holy men of old
j
handle tightened.
Lurany Phelps, who the parish committee had counted on to keep house
"What is it?" pkiaaed tbe girl ia aa reported their Ttsiors of devils and of
j av.fls.
of ov:r We accept tie
for Mr. Ellery, had sent word her sinagoni&ed whisper.
ter was sick and couldn't be left, and
"Grace," was the low reply, Tv ' seers as did oar fathers la tie
sometiin". That
that somebody must be hired right off
i Age of IVith. Woe to as it j
just remembered
j Through skepticism or callotta iIIdie
dew
stuck
frora
the
'cause the minister's expected by day
isnt
damp,
study
' '
i
J because well, because I remessber j ence w aeglect tbe
after tomorrow's coach. And the. cap'n
ptr.S
; ca:icr.s
I
now that it was open this monsin."
was made a delegate to come and see
which they bare established. j
.
I
Before her companion could fully j If try ioue has been possessed ty
me about it. Come he did, and we set,
r!t
tled II. I went down to the parsongrasp the import of this para!ysisg j tl loul devils of scarlet fever, it is
fact, Kciiab strode down the ball and at peril of active persecution by the
age with him before dinner and looked
j
seised the knob of the study door.
the pluce over. There's an awful lot
law that I fsil to burn my sulphur la-- '
of sweepin' and dustin' to be done
"Whoever yon are in there," sr. cense.
Br force cf public cplaloc. 3
Cheerful'a a Tomb, Aint It?" Was
commanded sternly, "cpea this door and by law as well, I sboold be cora- - ' J
afore it's fit for a body to live in."
.
.
vii.
ITl'. VWHMl VW
va:s niinuie.
ana come oul
Grace extended her hand.
j.t ra pelled, did act my atjuaditg faJta j fc
A,.rt Ker.nh," she said, "I'm careless enough about others. Mercy j hear? I'm orderin' yon to come out" lead me of my owa accord to purchase j I
There was aa instant of silence; mdulgence agalast the purgatorial h
ever and ever so glad for you. I know we ain't bad any iramiss around here
from within made answer,
j then a voir
through the rite
;you didn't want to leave Trumet and lately. Come in."
l.;r s of the smallpox
She led tbe way into the dining j a man's voice, and its tone indicated of vaccination.
The penance imposed
I'm sure veryon will be delighted
is but the discomfort ct a sore arm
when they learn that you're going to room of the parsonage. Two of the ; embarrassment.
blinds shading the windows of that J "Madam." it said, 1-- 4 am I wi3 and sore pence raid to tbe mlnis- stay."
t in another minute. If you will ,
e
r v
....... .A "Prtrt ?n
- i
Trts,i.
"Humph! that includes Lavlny Pep- spartment had been opened when she I
llJUfU"".
deDaniels
their
made
and
patient"
visit,
Captain
Atlgntic
per, of course. I cal'late Laviny's
i
"Come out then!" snapped Kedan.
light won't keep ber up nights. But I and the dim gray light made the room
all
Of
Patience!
the
out!
guess I can stand it if she can. Now, more lonesome and forsaken in appear- i"Come
out
cheek!
"by dont yoa come
Every Man to His Own Speclaity.
Grace, what it itf You ain't real ance than a deeper gloom could posWhea tier ia no politlca ia tbe air
done.
black
The
have
walnut
jnow?"
jibly
not?"
pleased? Why
"Well, to be frank, since you insist," a Kansas City (Kan.) negro who gen
extension table in the center, closed to
The girl hesitated.
!
tbe voice, "I'm not fully erally respond to the staga name of '
Tarbecause
snapped
dimensions
smallest
I
Its
"Auntie," sha said, "I'm selfish,
.
.
i
j
"Fig Eye," earn a livelihood by helpguess. I'm glad for your Bake; you son langley naa eaten atone Tor so
Kebouse."
On
"cleaa
a
once
For
was
folks
whita
This
the
staggerer.
ing
black walnut chairs
jmustn't think I'm cot. But I almost many years; the the wall
at regular riah did not have a reply ready. She a recent occasion "Big Eye' contract- - j!
'wish you were going to do something set back against
Grace
at
and the latter
her. ed to assist a local matron with tbe
looked at
lse. You ar going to live in the Intervals; th rag carpet and braided j;
to soring cleaning and the first task aa- - j
retreated
without
words,
Then,
they
homemade
from
donations
the
mats
'Regular parsonage and keep house for,
th
room,
on
sitting
signed to him waa to pick up a beatthe
of
the
ladies
green
parish
of all parsons, a Regular minister.
floor; the dolorous pictures on j "I hope you won't be alarmed," con-- i ing stove and carry it to tie. wood
con
painted
is
as
so
you
my
far
seeing
Why,
tlnued the voice, broken by panting shed.
.
"Death of Washington.'
'
cerned, yoa might as well be in China. :the walls;
pauses, as if the speaker was stiug- Carrying stoves is not in "B:g
You know Uncle Eben.
mark you,
"Stoning of Stephen," and a still mere gling into a garment "I know this Eye's" line. Ha likes work,
Keziah nodded understandingly.
is not craxy about it Stoves
oils mast seem
You see, I came but he
"X?s," she said, "I know him. Eben deadly "fruit pieoe" committed in
strange.
Eye" hesitated lor a
Hammond thinks that parsonage is years ago by a now deceased boat cn the coach as far as Bayport and are heavy. "Big
scored.
the presence chamber of the Evil One, painter. The blinds and a window be- j then we lost a wheel in a rut There moment then
"Lady." be said, "I forgot to tell
1 presume likely.
But, Grace, you ing opened, more light entered the i waa a oh, dear! where is that this
that I'se a believer in Union princuriyou
it
about
Grace
t
room.
don
glanced
I
waa saying
is supremely idiotic!
mustn't blame me, and if you
I ain't allowed to touch that
ciples.
to be a man earning
call I'll know why and I shan't blame ously.
j there happened
I'm a carpet heater, not a
"So this is going to be your new this way with a buggy and he offered stove.
you. We'll see each other once in a
stove lifter."
obshe
now.
Aunt
Keziah,"
home
of
that."
care
on
was
his
He
to
me
I'll
take
way
while;
along.
help
about an served. "How queer that seems."
So I left my trunk to
to Wellmouth.
The packing took
seem
dont
carDoes
h'm.
"Cm
queer,
the
H
was
finished,
come later and took my valise.
hour. When it
One Exception.
so rained on the
way and I was wet
A certain cruel landlord, by name
pet rolled up, and the last ptece of it ? Must seem queer to you to be
of
everythins through. I stopped at Captain Daniel's Lord Skinner, bad a very ngly, delinen placed in tha old trunk, Keziah near the headquarters
votir uncle thinks is wicked. Smell of j house and the girl said he had gone formed nose. He was a great old
turned to her guest.
with, his daughter to the next town, "boaster," and was so conceited as to
"Now, Gracte," she said, "I feel as brimstone any, does it?" she
' but that they were to stop here at the have
though I ought to go to the parsonage. with a smile.
placarded on his gate that "men
She threw open another door. A patronage ou their way. So there! and money coul'd do anything."
I can't do much moro'n look at the
ami
walnut
black
with
room
gloomy
cobwebs tonight, but tomorrow those
that's right at last! so I came, hopA poor Irishman, happening to pass
was dimly vis - j
to nna mem. ine aoor was open by cue day, and seeing the writing,
spiders had better put. on their ascen- fragrant with camphor
ling
sion robes. The end of the world's ible.
and I came in. The captain ana h:s wrote just beneath it In chalk:
"Cheerful's a tomb, ain't it?" was daughter acre not here, but, as I was
comln' for them, even though it missed
"But all the money from Cork to
fire for the Hitlerites when they had Mrs, Coffin's comment "Well, well get. pretty wet I thoughht I would seiie Kaas wouldn't put a beautiful nose
their doin's a few years ago. You some light and air in here pretty-soon- th opportunity t6 change my cluthes. on old Skinner's face,1
s
Here's the front hall end there's 1 had some dry er things in my
can stay here and wait, if 'twon't be
Needless to say, the placard wai
too !ftr.":'.r.".3. YVii have u!p.'r " -i the front stairs. The parlor's off to
and I well, then you came, you seen no more.
I assure vou I welL it ws
R.ii'l
th left. We won't bother with thnt
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